THE BELOIT CLUB
OUR MISSION

- To provide outstanding service, facilities and playing surfaces for our members, guests and friends while maintaining a family friendly and inviting atmosphere at the club.
  - **THE CLUBHOUSE**
    - Composed of three floors totaling up to 24,000 square feet of space it offers multiple dining / entertainment options for our members while also providing full locker rooms, golf shop, meeting capabilities and separate banquet space in a comfortable atmosphere.
  - **THE GOLF COURSE**
    - A traditional layout that is undergoing a comprehensive makeover. Strategic placement of new bunkers, upgrade / overhaul of existing bunkers, reshaping of tee boxes, expansion of the practice facility and the implementation of standard maintenance practices will enhance the golf experience for players of all abilities.
  - **THE POOLS**
    - With two pools each just under 2,000 square feet the entire family will have the opportunity to enjoy the great summer months. Both pools are free form in shape with one pool featuring ‘splash’ toys in a limited depth environment for all to enjoy. The other pool will offer everything from a sitting bench, to lap swimming to basketball nets. Perfect for those who want to be more active. The expansive deck area will offer opportunities to be close to the pool, find the right sun spot or enjoy an outdoor snack.
  - **THE MEMBERSHIP**
    - We have created a structure that will allow each family, individual or company the right level of access and use of the club’s facilities.
THE CLUBHOUSE
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PROJECT GOAL
To create a golf course that looks & plays better while remaining enjoyable for golfers of all skills by enhancing the natural character of the course and implementing standard agronomy practices.

SCOPE OF IMPROVEMENTS
1) Rebuild & Add Bunkers – Improve visibility & placement, add where strategically relevant, introduce new drainage and sand while improving maintenance standards.
2) Widen approaches and expand chipping areas or fairway cut around the greens.
3) Update the Driving Range – Define target greens, expand the hitting surface, enhance the short game area.
4) Relocate the Maintenance Facility & Build a New Cart Barn
5) Create a Tree Management Program – Improving both the playability of the course and the agronomic conditions, highlight the ‘best’ trees, use a ‘pocket’ design to enhance natural beauty.

WORK PLAN
The following slide is a layout of the course. The work will be done in three phases. Phase 1 is outlined in blue, phase 2 is outlined in red and phase 3 is outlined in yellow.
THE GOLF COURSE

RENOVATION LAYOUT